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[Science Objectives] Terrestrial magnetospheric physics has a massive problem: knowledge of
the fundamental processes that govern the exchange of mass and energy between the ionosphere
and the rest of the magnetosphere is severely limited. This limitation is the weakest link in our
ability to treat the magnetosphere as a coupled ‘system of systems’.

The Plasma Imaging LOcal and Tomographic experiment (PILOT) mission concept targets
the fundamental physics of mass and energy transport in the terrestrial magnetosphere. To do this,
PILOT traces cold plasma populations (<1 eV – 100 eV), which carry by far most of the system
mass, and their dynamic regulation of magnetospheric sub-systems, as they exit the ionosphere,
amass and energize in the inner magnetosphere, and redistribute to other regions. PILOT uses a
constellation architecture to comprehensively observe the dynamics of the lowest-energy plasma
populations, which are all but invisible to most current and prior space-borne instrumentation,
across an unprecedented range of spatial and temporal scales. The PILOT science objectives are:

1. Identify and quantify the key processes that govern mass and energy exchange between the
ionosphere and the magnetosphere.

2. Discover the pathways and processes governing cold plasma mass transport through and
out of the inner magnetosphere.

3. Determine how, where, and when cold plasma mass acts most efficiently to regulate cou-
pling between magnetospheric regions and between plasma populations.

[STP Relevance and Impact] PILOT is directly relevant to the Solar Terrestrial Probes
(STP) program scope and science needs. STP missions focus on fundamental physical pro-
cesses that determine the mass, momentum, and energy flow in solar and space environments.
PILOT targets this exact physics, focusing on the largest (yet least-measured) reservoir of mag-
netospheric plasma mass: cold plasma, and how it binds the disparate plasma populations of a
planetary magnetosphere into a unified system.

STP missions enable significant scientific progress for all of Heliophysics, by targeting the
weakest link in the chain of understanding. Cold plasma dynamics and its modification of the
magnetospheric environment is the weakest link in magnetospheric physics, primarily because
our observational knowledge is limited to single-view global observations of sparse ion species
without total density information, or single-spacecraft local observations of total density without
composition or context information. Cold plasma production, transport, and loss are fundamen-
tal processes for solar system bodies with atmospheres. Cold plasma regulates communication
between magnetospheric regions (via the Alfvén speed) and determines the nature of solar wind-
magnetosphere interaction. PILOT closes specific knowledge gaps, including identifying the
physical processes that regulate cold plasma mass outflow, transport, distribution, and loss, as
well as the vital role that cold plasma plays in binding together disparate magnetospheric regions
and plasmas.

[Research Methods] Accomplishing PILOT science objectives requires concurrently resolv-
ing dynamics at micro–, meso– and macro–scales. To achieve this, PILOT employs a constella-
tion of ∼30 spacecraft to make simultaneous in-situ (local), radio tomographic imaging (meso-
scale), and photon imaging (global) measurements. Radio tomography (RT) sends radio signals
along lines of sight, a network of which can be inverted to produce the first ever experimental
2D near-equatorial maps of total plasma density at high time resolution over a vast area. Ex-
treme Ultra Violet (EUV) imaging provides global contextual meridional observations of minor
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ion species (He+ O+), and in-situ observations (including < 1eV ions, total plasma density, mag-
netic field, particle distributions and plasma waves) provide ground-truth measurements. Numer-
ical and machine-learning models of ionospheric outflow and inner magnetospheric dynamics
support the analysis of PILOT data. This concept study leverages prior work by PILOT team
members on the MagCAT and TREO mission proposals.

[Notional Mission Concept] The PILOT baseline mission concept (Fig. 1) has 24 smaller
(microsat, <65 kg) spacecraft (s/c) in two near-equatorial orbits along with 6 larger, more heavily
instrumented s/c (minisats, <230 kg). The orbits are designed to optimize: (i) 2D radio tomo-
graphic (RT) imaging of the inner magnetosphere, (ii) in-situ observations near the plasmasphere,
and (iii) large-scale photon imaging of EUV emissions. The inner orbit (equatorial, 1.52 RE x
4.25 RE) has 14 s/c (11 microsats, 3 minisats. The outer orbit (1.1 RE x 6.25 RE) is coplanar
(+0.2 RE) and contains 16 s/c (13 microsats and 3 minisats). In each of the orbits, the satellites
are evenly spaced in mean anomaly (+0.2 RE). The two orbits have identical precession of the
argument of perigee so the relative configuration remains fixed and coplanar. A baseline of 30
s/c enables RT spatial (0.2 RE) resolution capable of fully addressing all science objectives.

There are two types of s/c buses in the mission concept baseline (microsat and minisat), each
of which has a ∼5 second spin period, a spin-axis perpendicular to orbital plane, body-mounted
solar array, sun sensor, and a propulsion system for attaining orbital positions and maintaining
mean anomaly spacing. At least one, often two, of the minisat s/c in the inner orbit will be in the
EUV field of view and inside the RT image plane.

The 30 RT nodes, constrained by in-situ density measurements, produce 2D total density

Figure 1: Mission Concept Overview
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images via tomographic inversion. Figures 1a and 1c show model-simulated total plasma density
data, while Fig. 1d shows an RT-reconstructed image of the plasma density, constructed using
synthetic s/c RT and in-situ density data from test s/c placed into a model-determined density
profile. Fig. 1b, top panel shows simulated EUV images of a model He+ density profile from a
dusk, ∼ 6 RE vantage point. The bottom panel shows a similar simulated EUV image for O+.
Together, PILOT in-situ, RT, and imaging measurements fully capture cold plasma phenomena
targeted by the science objectives across scale sizes, in equatorial and meridional planes.

[Instruments] The 24 microsats carry RT transmitters and receivers, a thermal noise receiver
(TNR) for electron plasma density, a fluxgate magnetometer (FGM) (DC - 32 Hz), and a single
low-energy (10 eV – 25 keV) ion electrostatic analyzer (iESA). The 6 minisat busses carry all
of the instruments of a microsat, and additionally include an electron ESA (eESA) (10 eV – 25
keV), a 2D DC-coupled electric field instrument (EFI) (DC - 30 kHz) for MHD and plasma wave
electric fields, and a simple energetic particle instrument (EPI) (e-, ∼20 – ∼200 keV). The three
minisat s/c in the outer orbit carry EUV cameras sensitive to He+ and O+. The three minisats
on the inner orbit carry a cold plasma ion mass spectrometer (MSpec) instead of EUV cameras.
MSpec targets H+ and heavy ions (He+, He++, O+, and O++) over energies <1 eV - 100 eV.
Otherwise, all 6 minisat busses are identical.

[Cost Estimate] Space segment costs were preliminarily estimated using top-down paramet-
ric cost models and the space segment configuration (phases B-D shown in Fig. 2), not including
launch or operating costs. This top-down estimate roughly accounts for the economies

Figure 2: Space segment ROM costs

of scale successfully demonstrated on missions
such as THEMIS (∼0.5x full cost after first) and
Iridium (∼0.4x). Cost estimates and economy of
scale efficiency estimates will be refined as part of
the concept study. Ground segment costs for phase
B-D are estimated to be $21M. Phase A,E, and F
costs are not estimated here, but will be as part of
the concept study. The space segment alone ex-
ceeds $250M, therefore the PILOT mission concept
exceeds the scope of a MIDEX. PILOT will require
at least 2 launches, with a minimum total launch cost of $175M (assuming Falcon 9).

[Technology Gap Analysis] When the mission concept study point design is completed, a
technology gap assessment will be performed within the space and ground segments to assess the
overall mission element TRL and identify areas of necessary technical development. This will
be inclusive of science instruments, spacecraft elements, ground elements, and mission opera-
tions. A preliminary assessment indicates that many PILOT measurements can be accomplished
with instruments similar to existing high-TRL instruments. Two measurements for which instru-
ments have not yet flown are RT and O+ EUV imaging, though substantial instrument definition
work for these measurement types was performed in prior studies (MagCAT and TREO). It is
recognized that one challenge of the PILOT concept is the manufacturability of large numbers
of spacecraft and instruments, and its impact on cost and schedule. To address this, a feasibil-
ity survey will be conducted during the mission concept study of production capability and cost
efficiency associated with the number and type of spacecraft and instrument elements.
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